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Abstract: The advent of intelligent technologies, notably Brain–Computer Interfaces (BCIs), has
introduced novel privacy dilemmas. Ensuring judicious privacy transfer is imperative for the
application of BCI technology and pivotal for fostering economic and technological progress. This
study adopts privacy transfer as the research perspective and employs an ethical matrix as the
research method. It establishes BCI users as the central core interests, with marketers, developers,
and medical personnel as stakeholders. Departing from the binary opposition of public and private
in traditional privacy theory, this article proposes ethical principles such as maximizing benefits,
minimizing harm, and respecting independent decision-making power. It constructs a judgment
matrix for the privacy transfer of BCIs, utilizing this matrix to identify ethical risks like privacy
disclosure and hijacking. This study analyzes the reasons for risks, aiming to overcome dilemmas
and construct an ethical matrix to explore privacy transfer boundary division methods suitable for
BCI technology and tailored to different stakeholders.
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1. Introduction

A typical Brain–Computer Interface (BCI) is a technology combining neuro-physiological
measurements with machine learning software to detect brain activity patterns automat-
ically [1]. BCIs apply neural data to other control systems by acquiring and translating
them [2]. The neural data obtained by BCIs, commonly referred to as brain privacy, encom-
pass concepts, memories, and thoughts observed from the brain [3]. Generally, privacy
subjects have the right to decide to what extent their information can be disseminated to
others [4]. However, in the use of brain–computer interfaces, especially in non-medical
contexts, users, marketers, and developers may compromise their right to control privacy
due to interest considerations, leading to excessive privacy transfer. Privacy transfer in
BCIs refers to the need for users to transfer some of their privacy to effectively utilize the
auxiliary functions of the BCI [5], obtaining a certain service [6]. At present, there is no
analysis of the reasonable limit of privacy transfer in China. This article aims to explore the
reasonable limit of privacy transfer through the method of an ethical matrix. The division of
privacy transfer boundaries can achieve both privacy protection and privacy data sharing,
enabling the use of transferred personal information for more valuable treatment, training,
applications, and data research and development.

Reasonable privacy transfer cannot be achieved without appropriate ethical evaluation,
and the ethical matrix provides a model for evaluating technical content. Building on the
theoretical basis of the Mepham ethical matrix [7], this article establishes stakeholders and
discusses the ethical dilemma in establishing privacy transfer boundaries by combining
the technical characteristics of BCIs [8]. Finally, a targeted method for dividing privacy
transfer boundaries is proposed. The ethics matrix includes a top-down expert-led model
and a bottom-up comprehensive stakeholder evaluation model. This article mainly applies
a bottom-up stakeholder evaluation model to ensure that numerous stakeholders can
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participate in the discussion of the degree of privacy transfer in BCIs. Different stakeholders,
while playing their respective roles, view the pros and cons of user privacy transfer from
different perspectives. The ethics matrix can integrate the opinions of multiple stakeholders,
including BCI users, marketers, developers, and healthcare professionals. In the early stage
of the formation of the ethical matrix, it is set as a judgment matrix, which can identify the
ethical issues in the process of BCI privacy transfer, namely the risks of privacy exposure
and external environmental hijacking. By further analyzing the matrix to explore the root
causes of ethical dilemmas, it is found that privacy paradoxes and technology worship can
cause users to have vague concepts of privacy protection and become addicted to false
needs, leading to the occurrence of ethical issues. Finally, an ethical matrix is established
and a suitable method is found for dividing privacy transfer boundaries for BCI technology
from the dimensions of various stakeholder roles.

2. Judgment Matrix: Revealing the Risk of Privacy Transfer

BCIs involve a diverse array of stakeholders. When delineating the ethical relation-
ships among them, it is crucial to simplify and adjust, crafting a judgment matrix that aligns
with the unique characteristics of BCI technology. Given that BCI users invariably occupy
a vulnerable and central position in the technology’s use, a BCI-user-centric approach is
established, interlinking stakeholders such as marketers, developers, and medical teams to
analyze the issue of unreasonable privacy transfer in BCI use.

2.1. The Lost Situation of Privacy Disclosure

While many BCI applications aim to enhance human quality of life, the inherent
fragility and unstable signal characteristics of BCI technology may inadvertently leak users’
brain signals, leading to an excessive transfer of user privacy. Furthermore, BCI users
often lack awareness of privacy protection and possess weak privacy concepts, resulting
in undue privacy transfer that jeopardizes their inner selves and seriously impacts their
privacy and physical and mental health.

The fragility and instability of BCI technology’s signal characteristics introduce vul-
nerabilities in information acquisition, processing, and decoding. This results in the forced
disclosure of privacy, constituting passive privacy transfer. The human brain’s neural sig-
nals are rich in electroencephalographic (EEG) information, containing a wealth of personal
and private information. Brainwave information refers to the electrical signals of brain
activity recorded through an electroencephalogram (EEG). An EEG is a non-invasive brain
imaging technique that detects and records electrical activity in the brain’s cortex by placing
electrodes on the scalp. Brainwave signals reflect the synchronized discharges of neurons
in the brain and are a common method used for studying brain function and diagnosing
disorders of the nervous system [9]. Any monitoring or leakage of EEG information directly
leads to the passive transfer of brain privacy, transforming private information into public
knowledge. This not only violates the principles of “hidden” and “private” associated with
privacy but also infringes upon human dignity and personal integrity [10]. Instances exist
where brain spyware has been utilized to deduce a user’s four-digit PIN, bank details, birth
month, and place of residence [11]. Beyond objective information, hackers can eavesdrop
on signals emitted by brain implants, [12] revealing emotions, biases, religious beliefs, and
political inclinations [13].

Users exhibit varying perceptions of the value of privacy, coupled with weak control
over their privacy, making comprehensive privacy guarantees challenging. Before employ-
ing BCI devices, users are typically required to read and agree to usage rules, which often
go un-noticed. Research indicates that over 90% of consumers do not read the terms of
service contracts they agree to [14]. Due to a lack of awareness regarding privacy protection,
BCI users excessively surrender privacy. With evolving privacy concepts, “privacy” has
transformed into a commodity, subject to calculation and weighing of pros and cons. Users
tend to willingly surrender privacy in favor of perceived benefits, contributing to a proac-
tive cession of privacy rather than its protection [15]. In BCI usage, the active transfer of
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privacy is seen as facilitating more tailored services [16]. Consequently, BCI marketers and
developers often prioritize market gains over ensuring consumers’ willingness and ability
to protect themselves [17]. For example, users grant marketers and developers extensive
brain access rights to maintain timely BCI software updates. Patients using BCIs to control
prosthetic limbs essentially “unload” their brains into the BCI system. The operational
intricacies of BCIs remain independent and imperceptible, leaving users uncertain about
the extent of information transfer and its utilization. Users may harbor suspicions that the
device or external manipulation of their prosthetic limb is making incorrect decisions that
could harm people [18]. BCI users are frequently willing to voluntarily relinquish privacy
for training or research and development, sending sensitive brain data from the edge to the
cloud for training [19].

Although current BCI applications focus on accessing narrow tasks or perceived brain
signals, the rapid advancements in neurology and BCI technology suggest that BCI devices
may eventually access more extensive brain signal data for a broader range of purposes. In
such a scenario, determining users’ control over their private information and the extent to
which they can voluntarily relinquish privacy become challenging.

2.2. The Risk of Hijacking in the External Environment

The concept of a “cocoon room” arises from Cass Sunstein’s “Information Utopia”,
describing the public’s tendency to focus only on areas of personal interest, gradually
becoming ensnared in a self-constructed “cocoon room” [20]. BCI’s brain privacy read-
ing technology can paint a more accurate self-awareness portrait than users’ cognitive
self-awareness. By recording every aspect of a user’s life—what they eat, buy, read, see,
and hear—BCI technology can depict emotions, fears, and happiness [21]. Future neural
product companies may use obtained neural data and browsing traces to create person-
alized products tailored to individual preferences. These customized products function
as self-built “cocoon rooms”, entrapping users and providing a different kind of freedom
through the consumption of tailored products. Some companies leverage users’ neural
characteristics to promote products beneficial to them, gradually solidifying thought pat-
terns and stifling creativity and exploration of new ideas. Individuals become puppets
manipulated by strings scattered throughout every corner of their brain.

BCI technology is even exploited to hijack users’ brains through improper and covert
means. Operators can stimulate the brain using high-frequency sounds inaudible to
the user, influencing brain activity [22]. Such improper stimulation does not necessitate
close interaction with users but can affect neural tissue, mental health, and psychological
well-being. Effects may include emotional changes, depression, anxiety, or even suicidal
thoughts [23]. Patients may unconsciously exhibit unwanted behaviors, such as gambling,
unnecessary purchases, or criminal activities [24]. Attacks on neural stimuli can induce
thoughts and behaviors in patients, leading to potential harm [25]. More concerning is the
ease with which BCI users, hijacked by external technology, can become subservient to
external influences [26].

3. Analytic Matrix: Exploring the Source of Privacy Transfer Dilemma
3.1. Paradox Problem: Ambiguous Attitude Leads to a Lack of Boundary Management

In the realm of BCI usage, the landscape of privacy and protection theory has under-
gone a paradigm shift. Privacy subjects find themselves not only in a unidirectional social
environment but also within the multidimensional and dynamic digital context of BCIs.
The challenge they face is the “privacy paradox”: on one hand, concerns persist that less
privacy transfer may yield insufficient benefits, while, on the other hand, technological and
digital advancements necessitate relinquishing privacy for research or use convenience.
The indifference of privacy subjects to the normalization of privacy transfer indicates a
vague attitude towards privacy protection and a deficiency in managing the boundaries of
privacy transfer.
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The BCI, interconnected with users, transcends its role as a mere tool, evolving into a
new living space intricately woven into users’ existence. While BCI technology extends
users’ physical and psychological capacities, it concurrently engulfs them in the dystopia of
technological monitoring and control. Concealed behind BCI’s monitoring and control lies
the assertion of new rights for stakeholders such as marketers, developers, and healthcare
workers. User privacy data becomes a tool for these stakeholders to profit, as users’
emotions, feelings, and activity traces are meticulously recorded and exploited [27]. The
delineation of user privacy boundaries becomes increasingly blurred due to the emergence
of new rights for stakeholders. This ambiguity arises from users’ fluctuating attitudes
toward privacy protection and their lack of awareness regarding privacy risks in the new
technological environment. Additionally, there exists a gap between users’ awareness of
privacy protection and their ability to safeguard it.

The attitude towards privacy protection, reflecting one’s subjective perception of
information leakage, unauthorized access, and related outcomes, plays a pivotal role. A
robust privacy protection attitude reinforces control over privacy boundaries, while a vague
attitude lacks this control. The vagueness does not imply a lack of concern for privacy
protection; rather, users, particularly in the field of BCI, exhibit a one-dimensional under-
standing of privacy [28]. They are unaware of the concealed risks in the new technological
environment, characterized by a multidimensional and dynamic information context. This
context emphasizes that information is no longer a mere collection of words but an infer-
ence within a specific setting. Appropriately acquiring information in relevant contexts
constitutes reasonable privacy transfer; otherwise, it results in excessive privacy transfer.
In the context of BCI treatment, for instance, a doctor acquiring clinical information from
patients aligns with the principle of minimal rationality. However, obtaining unrelated
information, such as emotions, beliefs, and habits, without user consent, for curiosity or
research purposes, exceeds the boundaries of appropriate transfer. Users often waver be-
tween profit and privacy protection, especially when the perceived value of profit surpasses
that of privacy. In such cases, users’ attitudes toward privacy protection tend to become
vague. Social Exchange Theory frames users’ decisions to use BCIs as an exchange behavior,
where consumers permit service providers to collect personal information for efficient
services within manageable information risks. Users willingly exchange personal privacy
data with economic value to obtain personalized services or other benefits. Users’ unique
privacy protection attitudes, formed by balancing benefits and risks, further influence their
utilization of BCIs. Although service providers can collect conventional personal informa-
tion, concerns arise when they delve into collecting biometric features, transaction data, etc.
This raises apprehensions about potential privacy breaches, forming users’ distinct privacy
protection attitudes toward using BCIs, ultimately affecting the strength of control over
privacy transfer boundaries.

The gap between privacy protection awareness and protection ability manifests as
technology eroding the subject’s autonomy in privacy decision-making. Users passively
transfer privacy, relinquishing control over the transfer boundary, turning user privacy
into a chain of interests for stakeholders. Different stakeholders benefit from this privacy
interest chain based on their roles, with the primary victims being privacy subjects. Exces-
sive privacy transfer typically occurs when users’ personal privacy is disseminated to other
stakeholders. Unlike traditional privacy transmission through interpersonal communica-
tion, considered “private” by privacy subjects, BCI technology, with its robust detection,
processing, and storage capabilities, collects, saves, and tracks data easily. This may lead to
privacy issues in terms of identifiability, monitoring, and security. Stakeholders can exploit
stored data in the service provider’s value chain, leading to potential theft by criminals
and the use of information for extortion. Users, perceiving heightened security challenges
to their personal privacy information, tend to resort to traditional methods of treatment
and entertainment instead of accepting BCI’s services.
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3.2. Accelerated Sinking: Technology Worship Giving Rise to False Demands

The unique capacity of BCI technology to enhance sensory perception creates a mys-
tique, tempting people to break away from existing norms or improve their quality of life.
This allure increases users’ fetishism towards BCI products, transforming them into socially
worshipped entities [29]. This worship of digital technology results from the intrinsic
value of digital technology and the influence of BCI stakeholders. The rationalization of
technology leads people to believe it can bring about a leap in intelligence and physical
fitness, positioning it as the sole pathway from necessity to freedom. While users may seem
in control of technology, the underlying capital already exerts intangible manipulation
over them. BCI technology, in a seemingly rational manner, turns users into puppets,
eroding their autonomy. Enchanted by technology, users naturally become part of the social
structure of BCI architecture. As BCIs permeate societal, consumer, and work trends, the
resultant culture infiltrates various aspects of people’s lives, subjecting their conscious-
ness to constant monitoring by BCI stakeholders. People become perplexed, coerced, and
subservient to the power of technology [30].

The enchantment with technology is not solely reflected in the evolution of technology
worship but also in the reshaping process of BCI stakeholders using technology to mold
user consumption habits and methods. BCIs manipulate and control users’ consumption
thoughts and behaviors by portraying individuals through neural data and covert nerve
stimulation. This results in false demands that cater to the interests of other stakeholders.
False demands involve consuming, entertaining, and acting according to advertising, align-
ing one’s preferences with what others love or hate [31]. In BCI usage, privacy preferences
are exploited to create information cocoons for users, promoting and endorsing specific
products or inducing a shift in values and irrational consumption. The enchanting BCI
technology seemingly crafts humans, turning users into homogeneous entities that are
easily manageable. Under the dominion of BCI technology, the ontological characteristics
of humanity gradually degenerate, leaving individuals in a perpetual quest for recognition.
To demand recognition, individuals rely on technology, passionately consume, and feel
immersed in a utopian world shaped by technology. Users are more inclined to accept
visually appealing symbols, neglecting the reality beyond the illusory theater and becoming
puppets manipulated by other stakeholders. The monopolization of privacy data dividends
attracts stakeholders, encouraging them to induce users’ attention and consumption by
fabricating false demands. Stakeholders exploit collected user privacy data, transforming
it into symbolic illusions that create a false sense of prosperity tailored to users, foster-
ing addiction. Users mistakenly believe they are gaining leisure, but this is essentially
the exploitation and new enslavement of their remaining labor time by technology. The
illusion is that only through consumption can one experience leisure. Users privately
assume they exchange consumption for freedom, yet this freedom makes self-control more
challenging. In the material world, individuals blindly seek identification, even without
knowing who they are and why they exist. They lose control over their freedom, and only
through controlling desires with reason and passion can they achieve the management of
harmonious consciousness—that is, the rational transfer of private data. The BCI is a com-
plex technology requiring collaboration across various teams from design to research and
development, production, and sales. When users experience BCI products, the relationship
chain between stakeholders behind these products remains hidden within the products.
The illicit collection and sales relationship chain of user privacy is unknown, posing not
just a hidden risk of BCIs but a common challenge faced by cutting-edge technology today.

4. Ethical Matrix: Illustrating the Boundaries of Privacy Transfer

Establishing privacy transfer boundaries within BCIs revolves around meeting the
needs of both BCI users and other stakeholders. A reasonable boundary of privacy transfer
should have a protective mechanism to maximize the interests of all stakeholders, fulfill
fundamental demands, and allow each stakeholder to obtain the privacy they need. Addi-
tionally, it should mitigate the harm of excessive privacy transfer to minimize the negative
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impact. Establishing a reasonable privacy transfer boundary is contingent upon BCI users
possessing a clear attitude towards privacy protection and independent decision-making
power. Simultaneously, other stakeholders should respect the control rights of privacy
owners over their privacy. The ethical principles of the BCI privacy transfer ethics matrix
(Table 1) specifically embody maximizing benefits, minimizing harm, and respecting the
right to independent decision-making.

Table 1. Ethical matrix for privacy transfer.

Interest Groups Maximum Benefit Minimize Hazards Respect for Autonomy
in Decision-Making

Method of Establishing
Boundaries

BCI Users
Precision therapy

Comfortable
experience

Privacy is
controllable

Freedom and privacy
transfer

Clarify privacy protection
attitude

Privacy decision-making
power

Marketer Highly acclaimed
products and services

Collect user
experience to

upgrade products

Autonomous
marketing

Transparent data flow
The gentle right to be

forgotten [11]

Developer
Promoting

technological
innovation

Obtain privacy data
available for
development

Independent research
and development

Jointly building a privacy
sharing database

The balance between
development and privacy

protection

Medical Personnel Precision therapy Users do not resist
BCI treatment mode

Autonomous diagnosis
and treatment

Avoiding information
leakage outside of the

scenario
Establishing an appropriate

informed consent model

Analyzing the risks associated with BCI privacy transfer reveals the intricate nature
of establishing privacy boundaries. A comprehensive understanding of potential privacy
risks is crucial considering the diverse range of stakeholders involved. BCI users often
lack clarity regarding the purpose of privacy, maintain vague attitudes toward privacy
protection, and possess insufficient decision-making rights. Marketers, seeking to spur eco-
nomic development and cater to entertainment needs, strive to access partial user privacy.
Developers rely on privacy data for ongoing BCI software development and enhancement,
while medical personnel require privacy information for effective treatment. Guided by
principles of seeking benefits, avoiding harm, respecting autonomy, and ensuring fairness
and justice, a targeted approach for delineating privacy transfer boundaries is proposed for
distinct stakeholders within the BCI domain.

Firstly, Establishing Privacy Transfer Boundaries for Users. Initiating the construction
of privacy transfer boundaries for BCI users demands a resolute and clear stance on privacy
protection. Users must recognize privacy as a highly valuable, multidimensional entity,
extending beyond a focus on one-way privacy information. Failing to grasp privacy infor-
mation holistically and undervaluing privacy when weighing benefits and risks facilitate
easy privacy transfer. Respecting users’ independent decision-making rights is paramount.
Transparent privacy management methods and usage regulations should be established,
enabling BCI users to easily access and monitor transferred privacy within a controllable
range. Transparent privacy management facilitates privacy sharing and caters to the pri-
vacy needs of other stakeholders. As Sandra Petronio highlights in her “Communication
Boundary Management Theory,” the free flow of information depends on the opening and
closing of boundaries [32]. Consequently, the degree of user privacy openness and sharing
should be determined by the privacy owner, mitigating instances of other stakeholders
forcibly seizing and distorting appearances to obtain user privacy.

Secondly, Constructing Privacy Transfer Boundaries for Marketers. While the com-
mercial use of privacy is advantageous for customizing users’ entertainment needs, the
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transitional customization of information may lead to information silos and homoge-
nization. To establish privacy transfer boundaries for BCI entertainment products, it is
imperative to institute a robust privacy business management system. This involves effec-
tive connections between relevant legal regulatory departments, bridging business and
law to avoid privacy management loopholes. Additionally, tracing the usage path of pri-
vacy information; emphasizing the importance of preventing the sale and theft of privacy
information; and establishing a visible, perceptible, and controllable privacy business
management mechanism are crucial. Advocating for a “moderate right to be forgotten,”
which promotes a restricted and non-abusive right to be forgotten, helps avoid hindering
economic development. Simultaneously, active advocacy for the construction of codes
of conduct and technical standards ensures a balance between data development and
utilization and data rights protection, without outright deletion [11].

Thirdly, Establishing Privacy Transfer Boundaries for Developers. The establishment
of privacy transfer boundaries for developers involves joint efforts in building a privacy-
sharing database while balancing BCI development with privacy protection. Privacy
information from users offers numerous benefits to developers, particularly in the realms
of entertainment and technological innovation. To achieve this, users must understand
the benefits of privacy transfer for a robust healthcare system. Reasonable compensation
mechanisms should be provided for users engaging in privacy transfer. Privacy owners,
utilized for data analysis, should be able to track access through improvements to the
database management model. Adapting to the group characteristics of BCI users involves
guiding users to reasonably transfer privacy through educational and encouragement
mechanisms. Jointly building a private shared database ensures mutual benefit.

Fourthly, Exploring Privacy Transfer Boundaries for Medical Personnel. Effective and
reasonable privacy transfer is crucial for the precise treatment of BCI patients. However,
insufficient understanding and trust in BCI technology often result in inadequate privacy
transfer by users, hindering reasonable and effective treatment. The exploration of privacy
transfer boundaries for medical personnel should commence with efforts to improve the
popularity of BCI technology. Focus on users with insufficient understanding abilities is
key to technology popularization. Abandoning the traditional doctor–patient relationship
model in favor of a manager–technical trust mechanism for equal dialogue is essential.
Optimizing informed consent based on technology popularization is crucial to help BCI
users understand the risks of insufficient privacy transfer and the advantages of reasonable
privacy transfer for treatment. Additionally, establishing a compliant privacy data manage-
ment mechanism is vital to prevent user data overflow beyond the context, safeguarding it
from theft and abuse by illegal entities.

5. Conclusions

The transformative force demonstrated by Brain–Computer Interface (BCI) technology
compels us towards it. As this technology flourishes, one should not be deceived by its
brilliance and eagerly trade the most precious privacy for false needs. Improper use of
technology is perilous as it can dominate, enslave, and alienate people. Simultaneously,
technology is also secure as it can rejuvenate us and bring about changes in our production
and lifestyle. As stewards of technological discourse, we should not suppress or exclude
technology but rather achieve self-awareness of technology, return to rationality, and avoid
the worship of science and technology.

As an emerging intelligent technology, the Brain–Computer Interface (BCI) is no longer
suitable for seeking the manifestation of privacy boundaries through the traditional public–
private binary opposition model. The bottom-up multistakeholder perspective of the ethics
matrix not only avoids multidimensional privacy risks when using BCI technology but
also provides concrete theoretical and practical references for the development of BCIs.
In addition to the vague attitude towards user privacy mentioned in the article, as well
as the lack of privacy decision-making power caused by the manipulation of privacy
by technological domination, factors such as cultural value orientation and new diverse
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subjects may lead to the occurrence of privacy risk issues such as excessive privacy selling,
privacy theft, and hijacking by users. Further discussion of these issues not only contributes
to the healthy development of technology and protects individual privacy interests of users,
but also promotes information security in society, enhances technological trust, and seeks
development for the overall welfare of humanity.
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